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Loogie.net TV shows you the latest world news about the subjects you choose. By putting in keywords with a special remote control or by SMS you can determine which subjects will be shown on television, and you will be presented with news fit to your specifications. Additionally, in a second step your TV program can be narrowed down and focused on your own main areas of interest. The content of the broadcast is searched in real-time on the internet and is seamlessly transitioned by the Loogie.net software.

Loogie.net TV is highly unusual in that it offers broadcasts compiled solely by computer algorithms without human intervention.

Be the first to know – watch Loogie.net TV.



  

    Play Video: Loogie.net TV – Be the First to Know!

  



Jurystatement for the tpc creaTVty award 2003

Imagine for a moment that you are sitting in front of the television and instead of choosing a channel, you choose a topic. National Council elections, starvation or beauty queens, for example. You enter these or any other keywords with the remote control into Loogie.net TV and promptly your personal news show begins.

Are we witnessing the much hailed birth of interactive television here? Probably not, since what you are experiencing with Loogie.net TV can be described more closely as “interpassivity” than interactivity. Marc Lee’s work, therefore, fits in more closely with the habits of today’s viewers than the media hyped interactive TV.

So what happens with Loogie.net TV? The contents (text, pictures, videos) defined by the keywords will be searched for on the Internet in real time and then coalesced by the custom-made software. Familiar faces from CNN and other news channels appear on the screen and, in a monotone digital voice, present the findings from the Internet. In other words, the Internet contents are shoved into the mouths of TV stars. What they announce wavers between coherence, variety, and arbitrariness: In this way, Loogie.net TV certainly imitates well known news shows while at the same time caricaturing them.

The jury was convinced of Loogie.net TV for many different reasons.

The project is fundamental research, media satire and art installation, all at the same time. Not only does it descriptively and exemplarily convey how complex contents can be processed in a user-friendly and software-controlled fashion, it also reflects the visions and limits of our information society in an intelligent manner. It was an easy choice to present Marc Lee the CreaTVty Award for New Media. We are dealing with an exponent of that scene of young designers and developers who, in a radical way, exhaust the possibilities of the Internet. As such, they extend the discussion of the new media much like video art did in the late 80s. Thus Loogie.net TV stands trendsetting and exemplary for new areas of study at our schools of Art and Design.

Text: Martin Roth


	


	






	

	



	
Realised
2003–2014
Marc Lee in cooperation with Deivan GoreLoogie.net TV: Awards
	🏆 Switch Award 2004, Nomination, Bern, Switzerland (2004)
	🏆 tpc CreaTVty award of new media, TPC Zurich, Switzerland (2003)
	🏆 Förderpreis, Award of University of Art and Design, HGK Zurich, Switzerland (2003)

Loogie.net TV: Publications
	Was tun. Figuren des Protests. Taktiken des Widerstands, Book
	YOU_ser The Century of the Consumer - ZKM Karlsruhe, Catalogue
	Youniverse - Bienal de Arte Contemporaneo de Sevilla BIACS3, Catalogue
	Mediale Kunst Zürich. 13 Positionen
	You_ser, ZKM Karlsruhe, Catalogue
	Netzspiele von Marc Lee, netzwerkorientiert und interaktiv seit 1999, Webseite
	Mapping New Territories. Schweizer Medienkunst International, Book
	Digitale Transformationen, whoiswho.de, Book
	read_me, Software Art and Cultures, Book
	Approaches to Interactivity: MetaWorx : Young Swiss Interactive, Book
	tainment: Spielformen der Bewusstseinsindustrie, RealismusStudio, NGBK, Book
	Die algorithmische Revolution, ZKM Karlsruhe, Catalogue

Loogie.net TV: Links
	www.loogie.net
	What is Loogie.net (PDF)
	Loogie.net NEWS – We Report, You Decide
	ZKM YOU_ser (PDF)
	Transmediale 2004 (PDF)
	Hilfe, ist jetzt wirklich jeder ein Künstler, Tagesanzeiger, (PDF)
	tpc creaTVty award, Persoenlich, (PDF)

Loogie.net TV: Previous Exhibitions
	YOU_ser 2.0, Celebration of the Consumer, ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany (2009)
	YOU_ser. The Century of the Consumer, ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany (2007.10.21 - 2009.04.30)
	Im Westen nur Neues, Museum für Gestaltung, Zürich, Switzerland (2007)
	Enseigner/Produire, ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany (2006)
	Algorithmic Revolution, ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany (31.10.2004 - 06.01.2008)
	Tainment, Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst (NGBK), Berlin, Germany (2004)
	Switch Award 2004, Museum for Communication, Bern, Switzerland (2004)
	News iˈm Lovin it, Foyer of the Swiss TV (SRF), Zurich, Switzerland (2004)
	Garage 2004 Festival, Stralsund, Germany (2004)
	Wozownia Art Gallery, Presented from the Transmediale Festival, Torun, Poland (2004)
	Virtually Swiss, Presented from [plug_in] for Jiff Mind, Jeonju, Korea (2004)
	Fly Utopia!, Transmediale.04 Festival, Berlin, Germany (2004)
	Loogie.net TV, OKB TV Chanel Berlin broadcast 6 days and each day 2 hours Live, onair, Germany (2004)
	Loogie.net, [plug_in] Forum for new Media, Basel, Switzerland (2003)
	Ars Electronica, CODE Campus, Linz, Austria (2003)
	Young Swiss Interactive, Metaworx, Basel and Geneva and Zurich, Switzerland (2003)
	Viper 03 Art Festival, Theater Basel, Basel, Switzerland (2003)
	Dialog Festival 03, Alte Kaserne, Winterthur, Switzerland (2003)
	Thinkquest, Migros, Zurich, Switzerland (2003)
	Galerie Binz 39, Diploma Exhibition ZHdK ˈHeimapparatˈ, Zurich, Switzerland (2003)

Loogie.net TV: Related Projects
Breaking the News - Interactive Net-Based Multi Screen Installation

        
          

          Media Art Biennale, Seoul
        
      

        
          

          Santralistanbul, Istanbul
        
      

        
          

          Museum of Modern Art, Shanghai
        
      

Open News Network (O-N-N) - Software Art Project - Peer-To-Peer News Network

        
          

          Terminal, Knutwil
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          Terminal, Delhi
        
      

The Show Must Go On - Online News Channel

        
          

          Fotomuseum, Winterthur
        
      

        
          

          Fotomuseum, Winterthur
        
      

        
          

          Fotomuseum, Winterthur
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